
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
SET PLAYS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



DEFENDING CORNERS 

 

Goalkeeper starting position near back post, one man on front post, one man on edge of 6 

yard box, three players on the half way line, all other players man for man. Goalkeeper to 

come for everything in 6 yard box. 

OPPOSITION KICK OFF SET UP 

 

On kick off, full press by forwards, centre midfielders and wide players. If the opposition play 

backwards the back 4 can move up the pitch followed by the goalkeeper. 

 

 



ATTACKING CORNERS (SET PLAY 1) 

 

The idea is to give Player 1 a free shot at goal. 4 players on the edge of the box opposite the 

far post (these players can also be shouting instructions to the corner taker like “back post” 

or “stick it on the keeper”). Player 5 acts as a blocker to any opposition player trying to close 

down the ball, also stopping the goalkeeper from having clear sight of the shot. On the 

corner takers signal players 2, 3 & 4 start to make their runs, player 2 must stop player 1’s 

marker from getting a clear run. Player 1 runs behind players 2, 3 & 4 to hopefully get a free 

shot at goal. 

ATTACKING CORNERS (SET PLAY 2) 

 

The idea is to give Player 1 a free header at the back post. 4 players on the edge of the box, 

central (these players can also be shouting instructions to the corner taker like “near post”, 

“short” or “stick it on the keeper”). Players 5 & 6 distract the goalkeeper. On the corner 

takers signal players 5 & 6 make near post runs. Players 2, 3 & 4 start to make their runs 

towards the back post then to the front post. Player 1 does the opposite and makes a near 

post run then changes direction to run behind players 2, 3 & 4 to hopefully get a free header 

at the back post. 

 



ATTACKING CORNERS (SET PLAY 3) 

 

The idea is to give Player 1 a free shot at the back post. 4 players set up from the near post 

to the edge of the box, Player 2 stands at the back post. On Player 1’s signal Player 2 

makes a run across the area to take a short corner with Player 1. (If a defender follows it is 

still ok as it is 2 v 1, if 2 defenders come out then cross to the back post). The other players 

all make forward steps then spin off to the back post to clear the front of the area so Player 1 

has a clean shot. 

ATTACKING CORNERS (SET PLAY 4) 

 

The idea is to give Player 7 a free header at the back post. 5 players set up on the goal line 

(do not push or touch anyone, stand still, arms down), Player 7 stands in the D. Player 8 

15m outside the box looking disinterested.  

Only Player 2 moves before the ball is played to Player 8.  

On Player 1’s signal Player 2 makes a run towards Player 1 to fake a short corner. Player 3 

moves to the front of the 6 yard box (shouting “hit me” or “flick on”). Player 4 stands his 

ground. Player 5 comes to the edge of the 6 yard box. Player 6 comes out to the penalty 

spot. Player 8 sprints toward the corner of the box and delivers a first time cross to the back 

post where player 7 should be. 



OUR KICK OFF 

 

2 Centre Midfielders take the kick off. 2 forwards support to form 2 triangles on kick off. 2 

wide players hug the touchline and make forward runs on kick off. Back 4 tight 5 metres 

outside centre circle. Goalkeeper on the edge of box.  

 

Depending on how the opposition line up or if weaker players are identified, on kick off 

centre midfielders and forwards dribble the ball up the pitch (triangles/pass & move) or 

midfielder knocks a long diagonal behind full back and then the team presses. 

 

 

 



THROW IN’s (1) 

 

Full Back to always through towards opposition goal. Player 4 (Forward) runs across the Full 

Back then pulls away dragging him out of position. Players 2 (Centre Mid) & Player 3 

(Forward) make runs towards the ball one behind each other. Player 3 jinks left then right 

and sends a volley down the line to Player 2 who has jinked right then left. 

THROW IN’s (2) 

 

Player 2 runs towards the ball, calling for it, dragging the Midfielder with him. Player 3 runs 

towards the ball also calling for it, dragging the Full Back out of position leaving a hole for 

Player 4 to run in to after an initial run towards the ball. 

 

 

 

 



THROW IN’s (3) 

 

Similar to THROW IN’s (2) but this time Player 4 continues his run towards the ball, calling 

for it. Player 3 runs towards the ball, calling for it whilst Player 2 heads towards the ball then 

jinks left and makes a run into the hole created by Player 3. The idea is to make this throw in 

look like THROW IN’s (2) as all initial runs are the same. 
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Follow on Twitter @ritchiesemp 

 

In-Play Soccer Solutions App (a decision making tool for soccer coaches) app is available 

on iTunes  

https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/in-play-soccer-solutions/id848917153?ls=1&mt=8  
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